Advisory Panel Rules of Procedure
General Information
KALMUN 2019 Advisory Panel will be focusing on the region of South America. Advisory
Panel’s mission is to provide non-binding strategic advice to the management of a
corporation, organization, or foundation.
Experts should aim international cooperation whilst staying true to their country policy. No
one has the right to veto in Advisory Panel.
Experts
Participants will be representing “Experts” from their allocated committee (i.e Expert
Genç/Brazil). First person pronouns are in order as well as third person pronouns. Experts
are still expected to obey the formal language however they have greater flexibility when it
comes to problem solving and providing strategic advice.
Consensus
A general agreement is expected for a clause to pass. Any abstentions or against votes
would break the consensus. However, consensus is not required for amendments. If the
Panel doesn’t reach consensus on a matter, an Expert might ask for a revote. Expert(s) who
have broke the consensus, raising an against vote, should explain their policy and why they
have given such vote.
Operative Clauses
Experts are supposed to write operative clauses however Experts cannot Urge or Demand
an action.
Motion to Set the Agenda Item
Once the first formal session begins, Experts should decide on which agenda item they
should start with by raising a Motion to Set the Agenda Item on the topic of “....”. A simple
majority is required for this motion to pass.
Lobbying
Lobbying is very crucial for the Advisory Panel. Since consensus is required during the
voting procedures of clauses; Experts should meet on a common ground during Lobbying.
Electronic devices are permitted during the Lobbying.

Motion to Follow Up
Student Officers may grant ‘Motion to Follow Up’ when necessary. However, Experts should
not abuse this motion and focus on constructing a productive debate rather than creating
tension between countries.

